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If the IPC declines to consider a complaint, the parties will be notified of the decision and reasons 

for the decision.  If the IPC proceeds to consider a complaint, the procedure is as follows. 

Consideration Procedure 

Contact - The Registrar prepares a Notice of Consideration that is delivered to the parties along 

with instructions for preparing and responding to submissions.  The Registrar works with the 

parties to finalize and circulate the submissions and any replies.   

Evidence to IPC - Once the submissions and replies are received, the Registrar provides all the 

evidence relevant to the Consideration to the IPC.  

Consideration - The IPC analyses the evidence and relevant law, and makes findings of fact and 

law arising in the course of her consideration of the complaint.3 

Report – The IPC prepares a report containing findings and any recommendations to remedy a 

finding of non-compliance with HIPMA, and reasons for the findings and recommendations.4   

Custodian’s response – The custodian must decide whether to follow any or all of the IPC’s 

recommendations and give written notice of their decision to the IPC within 30 days after 

receiving the report.5  A failure to give written notice within the time allotted results is a deemed 

refusal by the custodian to follow the recommendations.6  

Follow-up – If recommendations are included in the report, the IPC will follow up to determine if 

the custodian has implemented the accepted recommendations. 

Parties informed – The Registrar distributes the report to the parties involved in the Consideration 

and to any person about whom comments or recommendations are made in the report.7   

The IPC may also give a copy of the report to a body responsible for registration, licensing, 

discipline of, or regulation of the quality or standards of health care provided by a custodian about 

whom the report contains comments or recommendations.8  The IPC may also give a copy of the 

report to any other person if the IPC is of the view that doing so will prevent or lessen a serious 

and immediate threat to the health or safety of any person.9   

The IPC will notify the custodian and complainant if the report is distributed beyond the parties to 

the Consideration and identify to whom the report was distributed.10 

                                                           
3 Subsection 52 (1). 
4 Subsection 109(1) and (2). 
5 Subsection 112(1). 
6 Subsection 112(2). 
7 Subsection 109(3). 
8 Subsection 109(4). 
9 Ibid. 
10 Subsection 109(5). 
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